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CHAPTER ONE
Introduction

Overview
Middle school students have nearly unlimited energy and are learning that
they can have their own opinions toward adults and school. This combination can
lead to thought-provoking discussions, self-discovery, and immeasurable student
growth. However, it can also be a tumultuous, painful, and confusing time for
students. Teaching in this setting requires a special skill set. Teachers have to
rigorously teach their subject material, but also work on building relationships.
They have to have high expectations while helping a wide range of students reach
those expectations. Middle school teachers also have a lot of curriculum to get
through, but usually only have a short time each day with each class of students.
Reaching all of these goals requires a thoughtful look at how to motivate young
people and construct an efficient and safe learning environment.
I have spent the majority of my career as a middle school teacher and I
have experienced both struggles and triumphs. Early on in my career I struggled
to manage a classroom as effectively as I wanted to. Students were often off task
and we wasted quite a bit of time transitioning from one task to the next. I made a
decision to lean on my athletics background and try to teach more like I coach. I
believe this change in my teaching style helped me become a more effective
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teacher for all the students in my class. I would like to look more deeply into
approaches teachers can borrow from athletic coaches and answer the question:
how can implementing athletic coaching techniques improve academic and social
success for students in a middle school setting?
My Experiences with Athletics
I began playing sports at a young age and by middle school I was on
different sports teams year round. I kept this schedule up during high school and
college where I participated in three sports each year and was blessed with some
amazing coaches. I learned what an extensive impact coaches could have on the
lives of young people. Through these experiences, I learned how to deal with
both success and failure, and I came to see myself as a leader. Personally, I do
not think anything has had a more profound effect on who I am today than my
coaches and my athletic teams.
While I have been a part of many athletic teams throughout my life, the
three that I participated in and coached the most were cross country running,
basketball, and track. My most influential coaches and teammates were on my
cross country teams from high school and college. These teams taught me what
being a teammate was all about. We expected each other to dedicate long hours
to training, push ourselves everyday, and sacrifice for the benefit of the team.
The members of these teams are still some of my closest friends and the successes
we shared are among my most cherished memories.
While cross country taught me about being a teammate, basketball taught
me about teamwork. I played point guard and was responsible for knowing what
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all my teammates were supposed to be doing at all times. We all had to be on the
same page as everyone else, and I had to anticipate what was going to happen. If
I was doing my job we had the ability to beat an opposing team with more
talented individuals because we performed better as a unit. This is one of the
great things about team sports; teams that work well together can be greater than
the sum of their parts.
These experiences with athletics made me consider coaching as a possible
post-collegiate profession. I started watching my coaches on a daily basis to
determine how they interacted with people, how they motivated athletes, and why
they structured our training in such a specific way. I found that good coaches had
high expectations for every athlete and expected them to complete similar process
goals, while maintaining individual goals for each athlete. Every player had to
show up and work hard every day, but at the end of the season not every player
was expected to have the same list of achievements.
Good coaches have a way of building an open and trusting relationship
with their athletes. I know many people on my college athletic teams trusted our
coach more than anyone else in their life because our coach showed us he cared
for us and dedicated himself to making us better athletes and better people. The
strength of this relationship allowed him, when needed, to harshly criticize us or
push us to a level that would have been rejected if it came from another coach.
I also found that the best coaches were detail oriented and focused on the
little things that could make a significant difference. Time spent stretching or
focusing on sleeping patterns may not seem like a big deal to a teenager, but they
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taught us discipline and kept us ready to perform at a high level. Lastly, good
coaches created an environment that balances working hard and having fun. We
wanted to beat as many of our competitors as we could, but because of our
coaches’ personality and focus on enjoying the moment, we still usually had a lot
of fun in victory or defeat.
Although I coached a variety of youth teams during high school and
college, I officially began my own coaching career while student teaching as an
assistant high school cross country coach. I was able to build relationships with
the athletes and contribute my thoughts while letting the head coach focus on the
bigger picture. It was a great way to begin my journey and start developing my
coaching personality. I soon began coaching multiple sports and now have many
years of experience coaching at the middle school, high school, and collegiate
levels.
My Experiences with Teaching
I grew up in a family of teachers and throughout my high school and
college days it was one of the only professions I considered. Becoming a teacher
was a way for me to have a positive impact on the lives of young people, which is
something that I valued. After receiving my undergraduate degree and teaching
license I had a few short-term jobs and eventually landed a long-term position
teaching at a middle school in an urban district. This middle school was a great
fit for me and I was elated to finally have my own classroom and to have the
opportunity to teach in the same school for consecutive years.
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After a couple years at this school, I started to more deeply reflect on my
craft and how I could improve as an educator. My undergraduate program had a
laid a foundation and looked at theoretical scenarios, but it did not really prepare
me for succeeding in a classroom that was filled with more than thirty middle
schoolers who had wide ranges of abilities and needs. I determined that I was
doing well teaching my curriculum and building relationships with most students.
However, I needed to improve my ability to run a class more efficiently,
discipline students , and hold all my students accountable for doing their best.
After reflecting, I decided that my classroom and my students could benefit if I
borrowed techniques that I had been applying as an athletics coach.
Applying Athletic Coaching Techniques in my Classroom
My decision to teach more like I coach led me to focus on some aspects of
my classroom management. For example, I noticed that as a coach I had no
patience for wasting time; we often literally ran from one drill to the next. To
ensure that my athletes maximized every moment of practice, I set up a timer in
the gym to let them know how much time they had to complete the current task.
In my classroom, however, transitions from one task to another were taking much
longer than they needed to. I was sometimes waiting minutes, or more, for
students to be quiet and focused before moving to the next task. To adjust, I
started using a countdown timer in class as well to let students know how much
time they had for a task; I was very clear with what I expected them to have done
before the time was up. I was also clear about how we were going to regroup and
move on to another task after the timer ran out. This allowed me to increase the
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amount of material I taught each day and kept students focused on the task at
hand.
As a coach I found that athletes were usually self-motivated. It was easy
for me to push athletes to work hard and it was easy to directly tell them how to
correct a mistake. However, as a teacher I did not want to push students too hard
or point out mistakes too often if I did not see them being highly motivated in my
classroom because unmotivated students are also often not confident in the
material. Being pushed to work harder or having mistakes pointed out may cause
them to quit trying altogether because they do not think they will be successful
either way. However, I still decided to change my approach and interact with my
students the way I did with my athletes. I expected all students to work hard and
try every day regardless of their ability, I corrected mistakes quickly and bluntly,
and I redirected students that were goofing around. What I found was that I could
capitalize on the fact that I already had a positive relationship with my students
even if middle schoolers are not motivated about the subject matter, they are
motivated when they feel like they can be successful and are willing to work for a
teacher that gives them the support that they need.
After noticing this connection I worked even harder on building
relationships with my lower ability students so I could keep pushing all my
students even farther. One student in particular stands out to me. He struggled in
math and as a defense mechanism usually tried to quietly sit in class without
attempting his work. This only served to increase the learning gap between him
and his classmates. When I had a chance in class, I began to go over to his seat
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and help him try a problem. I would ask him how he thought he should start and
then give him honest, immediate feedback. If he was not sure what to do I would
break down the skills into more digestible pieces so it was not as overwhelming.
After I left I usually told him to try the next problem because I would be back to
check on him. I also started calling on him in class after I knew he had the work
done correctly. This forced a struggling young man to try in class and allowed
him to feel some success through his own work. My task was only to motivate
and guide him. While he did not end up being the best student in my class, the
transformation from a student who left every assignment and test blank to a one
who was willing to attempt most problems each day is something I take pride in
as a middle school teacher.
Reflecting on my coaching techniques also drove me to think about how to
incorporate teamwork into my classroom. Much like my own athletics teams, I
wanted the students in my class to be greater than the sum of the individuals that
made it up. In my coaching career I used a lot of team responsibility to hold
individuals accountable and make sure everyone was working toward the same
goal. In basketball practice if a group got scored on, everyone in that group was
responsible for the breakdown. If I saw an individual succeed in practice or in a
game, I would praise everyone that made the individual’s success possible. I
found that individuals would often work harder for others or for a team than they
would for themselves. Based on these successes, I started using team
responsibility in my classroom. I assigned classwork where partners had to take
turns answering questions or completing tasks. I designed team review games
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where I randomly called on a student and a correct answer made the entire team
correct, but an incorrect answer meant the whole group was incorrect. These
types of activities motivated students to work quickly together, ask questions, and
follow along because they did not want to let their team down. I complimented
some teams on how well they were working together and recognized some
individuals for being leaders. I found that even on days where team responsibility
was not the focus, the comfort level of students working together and asking each
other for help was raised significantly. This focus on team success, helping each
other, and friendly competition also resulted in many classes having a more fun,
energetic atmosphere.
Next Steps
I have had some success in transferring skills I learned from athletics over
to teaching. However, one of the goals of my research is to delve deeper into
some of the strategies I am already using with a goal of better defining them and
improving them if possible. I would also like to research other athletic coaching
techniques that I have not yet considered but could use in my classroom. This
research should help me determine which athletic coaching techniques would be
most effective for use in in middle school classrooms. A longer-term goal is to see
if others in the field of education could benefit from following the strategies I
recommend. These steps should help me answer the question: how can
implementing athletic coaching techniques improve academic and social success
for students in a middle school setting?
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CHAPTER TWO
Literature Review

Introduction
I stated in chapter one how influential athletics have been in my life. As
an athlete I developed skills including determination, hard work, and teamwork.
Nearly all of my closest friendships were also formed through athletics. As a
coach I looked to instill these same positive attributes in my athletes and be a
positive role model. As a beginning teacher I also tried to use some lessons from
the athletic setting to enhance my teaching. I explored some literature to see how
coaches in an athletic setting positively impact their students.
This chapter will discuss existing literature and research that highlights
current findings and offers background information to help answer my research
question: how can implementing athletic coaching techniques improve academic
and social success for students in a middle school setting? The first area of
research in this chapter will be identifying what middle schoolers need from a
teacher and from a school system in order to be academically and socially
successful. After laying this framework the chapter will look at what athletics,
and especially coaches in athletics, offer middle schoolers that can lead to positive
results. The focus will then shift to some specific strategies used in athletic
environments that could also be used effectively by teachers in a middle school
classroom. Chapter two will conclude with my analysis of the literature and a
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brief examination of which strategies I will be implementing as part of my action
research.
What Middle Schoolers Need for Academic and Social Success
“That is the worst age—I do not know how anyone can teach in a middle
school!” This is a fairly common response I get after telling someone that I am a
middle school teacher. Adults do not often recall many fond memories from this
time in their own lives. Middle schoolers also have a reputation for being
impulsive, dramatic, and loud. However, many people do not recognize the
unique stresses many middle schoolers are under. Daniels (2005) mentions some
of these stresses, including the expectation to complete, increasing amounts of
homework, hormonal changes, and the social pressure of meeting new people and
trying to fit in. These unique stresses also lead to some specific needs that
educators must be mindful of if their middle school students are going to be
academically successful.
Student Safety
Perhaps the most common theme I found throughout my literature review
was the belief that middle schoolers need to feel safe before they can be
successful academically or socially. Hopson and Lawson (2011) note that while
there are competing ideas about which components of school climate are most
important, nearly all researchers would identify safety as one of the main ideas.
Hopson, Schiller, and Lawson (2014) would later go on to say that when students
feel safe and supported at school they are much more likely to get better grades
and have better behavior while at school. It is interesting to note they also said
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the perception of safety is important. Even if a student is not a victim of verbal or
physical abuse, simply witnessing these behaviors could lead to a drop in how
safe students feel and a corresponding drop in a student’s academic achievement.
Buehler, Fletcher, Johnston, & Weymouth (2015) did an in-depth study on
middle school and attempted to determine how a student’s perception of their
middle school experience affected their academic and behavioral success. They
found a perception of safety was associated with students enjoying their school
experience, which in turn lead to better attendance rates, better grades, lower
numbers of behavior problems, and a stronger commitment to school. They go on
to conclude that perceived safety may be a foundational requirement for students
to have a positive and successful middle school experience.
Adult Relationships
Another widespread theme found in the literature regarding what middle
school students needed to be successful involved building positive relationships
with adults and peers. Recent research found that while social influences and
stresses affected students of all ages, these social influences were especially
notable in predicting both academic and behavioral outcomes among middle
schoolers (Hopson, Schiller, & Lawson, 2014). This research also noted
favorable outcomes were strongly correlated to a student having positive social
supports from adults in the their life. These adults could be anyone the student
interacts with on a regular basis and may include parents, siblings, teachers,
coaches, or community members. Many students have adults in their home or
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community that can extend these positive social supports; however, some students
have to rely on getting these supports at school.
Daniels (2005) decided one of the best ways to discover what supports
help middle school students is simply asking the students themselves. One
student talked about how his favorite part of middle school was having good
teachers who cared about his success. The student went on to say these teachers
that he felt cared about him were funny but could also be strict when they had to
be. Daniels concludes students are eager to learn and listen when they know a
teacher cares about them, but warns that teachers who ignore students’ social and
emotional needs are in danger of losing the attention of those students in class
regardless of how good their content lessons are. Manzo (2008) interviewed a
teacher at a successful middle school who said he knew how much pressure he
could put on a student because he had a relationship with each individual student
in the class. The teacher goes on to say the students are willing to meet the high
expectations that are set because they know the adults in the building will not
allow them to fail. Hopson and Lawson (2011) discuss school climate and
determined positive climates occurred when students felt physically and
emotionally safe. They also agreed with the anecdotal findings of Daniels and
Manzo; students need to feel cared for on an individual level for them to realize
meaningful success. These researchers found students with positive adult
interactions in school benefited significantly both academically, with higher
grades and test scores, and behaviorally, with fewer referrals. Hopson and
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Lawson (2011) further argue that these relationships are especially critical for atrisk middle schoolers.
Peer Relationships
Peer relationships are also vitally important for middle schoolers. Many
adults vividly remember how difficult it was to fit in during middle school;
however, many schools do little to help students with this adjustment process.
During Daniels’ (2005) student interviews, many students reported that creating
and sustaining long-term friendships was a critical activity for their success in
school. Education systems often see students each year as vessels to be filled
with knowledge and then judge their growth with tests at the end of the year.
Manzo (2008) cautions against this approach and argues that while we are
preparing students for tests, we must also prepare them for other aspects of life.
Hopson and Lawson’s research lists student-to-student interaction as the
first of four factors that affect school climate. The quality of these interactions
have a major impact on how a classroom feels to a middle school student; Hobson
and Lawson argue that a positive climate encourages social, emotional, and
academic success. Daniels (2005) points out an interesting and important
dichotomy that comes with being a middle school student; middle schoolers have
a need to fit in as part of a group, but they also have a desire to be seen as unique
and have their own opinions. Trying to reconcile this is a considerable challenge
for many middle schoolers and can be a lengthy struggle. Teachers cannot
assume that middle school students will figure out how to interact with each other
if they are left on their own. Middle schoolers need opportunity and guidance if
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they are to realize growth with peer relationships. If they are given these
opportunities in a safe learning environment, the benefits are improved academic
performance and lower reports of negative classroom behaviors (Hobson &
Lawson, 2011).
High Expectations
Once these safety, social, and relational needs are met for middle school
students, the next key to their achieving academic success is establishing high
expectations. Daniels (2005) states that middle schoolers are ready to work hard
and achieve as long as they know they have the skills necessary to meet the
challenge set in front of them. Manzo (2008) discusses how curious middle
school students can be and how they may struggle with their growing
independence academically and behaviorally. Manzo then argues how important
it is to engage and motivate these students; if students are not engaged and
motivated during middle school, the outlook can be bleak for their high school
and postsecondary lives.
While the task of motivating middle schoolers may seem daunting for
teachers and the risks of failing can be stressful, the good news is that the benefits
of succeeding are extensive. Hopson, Schiller, and Lawson (2014) reported that
students who felt they had high expectations set for them achieved better grades
and viewed their learning environment in a more positive light. Students with
high expectations and proper supports to meet those expectations also had fewer
behavior problems in school and were less likely to drop out of school before
graduating (Manzo, 2008).
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Coaching and Athletics
In general coaches have many of the same responsibilities that teachers
have. Carter and Bloom (2009) describe the responsibilities of coaches as
instructing athletes and helping them practice skills, giving feedback, overseeing
performance, and making sure athletes reach their potential. They also need to be
great at motivating, strategizing, and building a sense of team. These traits could
also be used to describe dynamic, energetic teachers who push their students to
achieve at a high level. My goal in the following sections is to research how
exactly coaches build relationships, motivate young people, and create a team
centered atmosphere.
Building Relationships in an Athletic Background
The previous sections showed that having positive relationships with
adults was one of the most important factors for middle school students having
academic success. In the research about athletic coaches and student-athletes the
theme of relationships came up often as well. Vella, Oades, and Crowe (2013)
contend that the coach is the most important aspect of a young athlete’s
experience. They found that the strongest factors leading to positive athletic
experiences were their coach’s leadership ability and their relationship with their
coach; a strong coach-athlete relationship correlated with an increase in
motivation, social skills, and goal setting. Counter to the beliefs of many, Vell,
Oades, and Crowe found little correlation between winning and athlete
enjoyment. Davis, Jowett, and Lafreniere (2013) agree that a key component of
coaching in athletics is forming relationships. They go on to relate strong coach-
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athlete relationships with a number of positive outcomes similar to the outcomes
found by Vella, Oades, and Crowe. Scales (2016) notes that positive outcomes
resulting from a healthy coach-athlete relationship lead athletes to spend more
time in sports, thereby allowing them to cyclically gain these positive benefits
over the course of many years. The importance of coaches’ relationships with
their athletes leads me to study how coaches build this relationship.
The simplest way coaches build relationships is by being positive role
models and positive leaders. Docheff and Gerdes (2015) speak to this with the
claim that a servant leader coach can be one of the greatest role models young
people ever encounter. If an athlete sees a coach practicing good sportsmanship,
working hard, and acting with integrity, they are more likely to do so themselves.
Scales (2016) looked at a study of high school basketball players and concluded
that athletes preferred to play for coaches that stressed ideas like developing their
athletes as people outside of the sport, constructing a sense of community within
the team, and putting others first. Additionally, Scales found players that felt as
though they had a servant leader coach believed they were being coached at a
higher level in their sport than players with other types of coaches. Coaches that
prioritize athletes’ overall well-being and strong coach-athlete relationships are
the coaches that have the longest lasting positive impact on young athletes.
Another way coaches develop relationships with athletes is by building
trust and dependability. Docheff and Gerdes (2015) note that coaches have the
ability to build up or tear down athletes because they are entrusted with their
athletes’ talent, motivation, and goals. They can empower these athletes and
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nurture a love for the sport and their team, or they can embitter athletes and
corrode their positive feeling for their sport and team. Docheff and Gerdes speak
about how coaches respond to incorrect behavior in practice or games. They
recommend coaches to encourage athlete improvement by focusing on what the
athlete can do better as opposed to focusing only on what athletes are doing
wrong. Focusing on negatives without a strong athlete-coach relationship can
lead to a weakened love for the sport, bitterness toward coaches or teammate, and
possibly dangerous outcomes including eating disorders or depression. Davis,
Jowett, and Lafreniere (2013) take a psychological look at the athlete-coach
relationships and compare it to a parent-child relationship. They describe the
strongest relationships as “secure attachment” and list trust, improved social
skills, and confidence as benefits of this type of relationship. They claim this type
of relationship can only be developed when the adult (the coach) is consistently
attending to the child’s (the athlete’s) needs for encouragement, attention, and
advice. Coaches that show up every day, prove to their athletes that they care
about them as individuals, and work to build trust in their team are coaches that
provide athletes an enduring positive experience.
Motivating Athletes
Motivating athletes is one of the key roles of a coach. However, some
would argue that motivation is still not something for which we have a clear
definition (Sullivan & Strode, 2010). Some would argue that most athletes are
already motivated to achieve because they play the sport of their choice. While
professional athletes may be motivated regardless of coaching, youth sports
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coaches are a huge determining factor in whether an athlete continues to work
hard with a sport or loses interest and quits. Beyond keeping athletes out for a
specific sport, coaches can use motivation to improve an athlete’s performance,
confidence, and enjoyment, as I will describe in the following paragraphs.
I described previous research (Daniels, 2005) showing that middle
schoolers need to have a relationship with adults in the school building before
they can consistently be counted on to reach high expectation set by those adults.
In much the same way, athletes cannot be counted on to respond to a coach’s
motivational techniques at a high level until they have a strong relationship with
that coach (Alcaraz, Torregrosa, & Viladrich, 2015). The importance and benefits
of a strong coach-athlete relationship was described in the previous section;
however, motivational coaching techniques should not be expected to be very
effective unless effort has been made to build a strong relationship between the
coach and the athletes.
The two types of motivation most commonly referred to are intrinsic and
extrinsic. Extrinsic motivation is driven by the desire of external rewards. An
athletic example would be a player who wants to win awards, get accolades, or
receive a scholarship. Intrinsic motivation is stimulated by an enjoyment of the
act itself and the reward is self-satisfaction. An athlete that loves practice, looks
for every opportunity to compete, and dedicates a large portion of their free time
to their sport simply because they enjoy it would be said to be intrinsically
motivated. Sullivan and Strode (2010) describe the dichotomy between intrinsic
and extrinsic motivation, however they also introduce a more recent motivational
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theory called self-determination theory (SDT). SDT contends that most human
motivation is not entirely intrinsic or entirely extrinsic, but rather is somewhere
on a continuum in between the two.
Sullivan and Strode (2010) apply SDT to athletics by discussing which
aspects of the athletic environment coaches can control. While the authors
mention things like practice design and team climate, the motivational technique
they dedicate the most focus to involves the way in which coaches deliver
feedback. The reason feedback from coaches has such an impact on athletes’
motivation is because it shapes how athletes views how successful they have been
and how successful they believe they can be in the future. A coach who lets
athletes know what they are doing wrong without offering advice for
improvement can make an athlete feel like a failure without hope for any result to
the contrary. Surprisingly, positive feedback can be damaging as well in certain
instances. If an athlete feels like they had a poor performance, but a coach tells
them, “Good job,” without mentioning specifics, the athlete may feel that this
poor performance is the best they can hope to achieve.
Mouratidis and Vansteenkiste (2010) also used SDT to investigate how
coaches’ feedback is connected to the motivation of athletes. Both sets of
researchers agreed that the most effective feedback coaches could offer was
specific and informational. If a coach tells a basketball player they took a bad
shot, that player may not take the same shot again, but there is no guarantee the
player knows how to take a better shot in the future. If this type of feedback
continues it also runs the risk of being interpreted as the athlete feeling
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incompetent with no hope of improvement. However a coach telling that same
basketball player where to be on the court in order to take a better shot or how
alter their shooting mechanics to improve accuracy is interpreted in a much
different way. The athlete still gets negative feedback because the coach tells
them they did something incorrectly, but they also now have a plan for
improvement. The athlete now feels as though they are a simple fix away from
success and is motivated to attempt this change. Thus, it is clear that coaches’ use
of feedback is extremely influential in how athletes view their performance and
how motivated they are to improve.
Another important way coaches affect the motivation level of athletes is
their use of goal setting. Vazou (2010) describes two types of goals that athletes
may have; process goals and outcome goals. Outcome goals are based on
achievements and accolades that the athlete would like to accomplish. Outcome
goals can be beneficial and certainly increase motivation, however the athlete
often does not have complete control over attaining this type of goal. Injuries,
luck, and the performance of competitors can potentially derail an athlete’s ability
to achieve outcome goals. Process goals on the other hand include things like
putting in extra time after practice, stretching to avoid injury, or completing a
sport-specific task each day. Vazou argues that a focus on process goals can
increase a player’s motivation to give their best effort each day and concentrate
on improving their skill level, whereas a focus on outcome goals may lead to an
athlete feeling dejected simply because another team or player outperformed
them.
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Sullivan and Strode (2010) add another important aspect of goal setting
and motivation. They assert that an athlete will not be particularly motivated to
complete a task until they feel as though they have the skills necessary to
successfully complete it. Simply telling an athlete to “try their best” or “work
harder” is a common mistake among coaches and can be discouraging as it
implies the athlete was not doing an acceptable job previously without offering an
alternative. Good coaches work with an athlete to set various process goals in
order to increase skills and confidence. These process goals should be very
specific, realistic, and clear about when the athlete will complete it. Athletes
should contribute to the construction of their goals and must buy in to their
importance. More often than not, this leads to athletes internalizing their goals
and taking ownership for the work they are putting toward their goal, which, in
turn, leads to an increase in intrinsic motivation to achieve their goal. Byproducts
of an athlete working harder and having a higher degree of intrinsic motivation
are an increase in that athlete’s enjoyment of their sport and in the likelihood of
that athlete successfully achieving outcome goals. It should also be mentioned
that Sullivan and Strode agree with Mouratidis and Vansteenkiste and their views
on feedback. Specific, informational feedback about athletes’ progress toward
their goals help athletes feel more competent, focused, and positive about their
ability to successfully reach their goals.
Working as a Team
One of the greatest skills young people can practice through athletics is
working as part of a team. There are many examples in both popular culture and
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real life of a less talented underdog sports team defeating a much more skilled
team because of how well they work together. Research backs up these stories
and shows how important focusing on teamwork truly is in athletics. Chao-Chien
(2010) found teams that worked together at a high level enjoyed greater success
during competition as opposed to those teams who did not. This was true of both
team and individual sports. The benefits of focusing on strong teamwork,
however, do go beyond simply a win-loss record. Aghazadeh & Kyei (2009),
Rowland & Stratton (2006), and Bachel (2006) all add some less obvious results,
finding that increasing teamwork and communication also increased conflict
management skills, praise of teammate’s efforts, support of teammates, sense of
community, and ability to raise issues affecting the team before they became a
problem.
This leads to the question, “How do athletes and teams build a capacity for
teamwork?” While some young athletes will be good teammates and work well
together on their own, adult leadership goes a long way in determining team
cohesion. Chao-Chien (2010) looked at athletic teams and different styles of
coaching. The results of Chao-Chien’s study found that coaching style had a
significant effect on both the creation of teamwork and how seamlessly the team
worked together. This study also describes coaching actions that created and
maintained high levels of teamwork. Coaches were encouraged to make a goal of
interacting with all members of the team in a positive way, making sure all
athletes feel as though they are being heard, and having clear expectations about
each player’s role on the team. High amounts of positive feedback from coach to
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athlete were stated as a way to realize these goals. Bachel (2006) talks about the
importance of goal setting as a way to build communication and teamwork. If
members of a team have a voice to set goals for themselves and the team as a
whole, it helps players understand each other and work toward a common goal.
Successful coaches make time to practice skills and plays, but they must also
prioritize ensuring that players will work well together.
Parallels of Teaching and Coaching
Throughout my research there were many commonalities between
teaching young people in a classroom setting and coaching young people in an
athletic setting. By far the most prevalent point that was raised in both areas was
the need for positive relationships. Adult-to-student relationships were important
to ensure that young people felt a sense of safety, without which they would be
less willing and able to focus on growth in the classroom or on the athletic field.
This adult-to-student relationship also proved to go a long way toward shaping
how much the student enjoyed the class or sport they were currently engaged in
and how motivated they were to work hard on improvement. Next to adult to
student relationships, peer-to-peer relationships were also emphasized in the
literature. In the classroom these relationships were linked to class climate. In the
athletic setting they were similarly linked with conflict management, sense of
community, and teammate support. Beyond relationships both teachers and
coaches were encouraged to focus on motivation and having high expectations.
These were connected to having strong relationships already in place, but young
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people in either setting were shown to miss reaching their potential without high
expectations in place.
Conclusion
Based on my research, I believe there are strategies from the athletic field
that can be transferred over to the academic field in order to meet the needs of
middle school students. For my action research I will focus on two areas that I
believe could be beneficial. The first area I will examine is attempting to improve
both teacher relationship and motivation by focusing on goal setting. In athletics
young people felt more connected to coaches who focused on them as individuals,
stressed improvement, and were dependable. I propose consistently having
students set process goals and making it a priority for the teacher to give specific,
positive feedback on those goals will increase students’ motivation in the
classroom, as well as help build stronger relationships between students and the
teacher. The second area I will study is peer-to-peer relationships using team
building. In athletics, teams with a strong sense of cohesion had more success.
The athletes on these teams knew what was expected of them, communicated with
their teammates more clearly, and celebrated the efforts of their teammates.
These athletes were also able to simply achieve more together than they would
have been able to alone. If this sense of cohesion in a team could be shifted to a
classroom, students would be confident in asking each other for help and
receiving help. Students would also have a stronger relationship with their peers
because they would be working together to improve each other’s skills and
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understand both their own goals and their classmates’ goals. Chapter three will
describe the specific methods I will use to create this type of classroom.
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CHAPTER THREE
Methods

Introduction
My personal experiences and confidence with coaching various athletic
teams lead me to consider using athletic coaching techniques in my own
classroom early in my career. After implementing these changes I noticed more
success and improvement in my teaching practice. As my teaching career
progressed I wanted to delve deeper into how helpful coaching techniques could
be for other middle school teachers and determine whether I could create a
platform that other interested teachers could use. I began with a literature review
and researched what middle schoolers need to be successful academically and
socially. The research clearly identified a sense of safety at school, positive
relationships with adults, positive relationships with peers, and high expectations
as vitally important considerations for student success in middle school. I further
researched how coaches in athletic settings meet these needs. I found that
successful coaches created an atmosphere where athletes knew what was expected
of them and worked with the coach to set, then complete various process goals
with the coach giving positive, specific feedback on these goals throughout the
season. Successful coaches also focused on teambuilding and how their athletes
worked together. My literature review and personal experiences inspired an
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action research plan that I will describe in this chapter. The goal of the research
was to answer the question: how can implementing athletic coaching techniques
improve academic and social success for students in a middle school setting?
Research Setting and Subjects
This action plan was implemented at an urban middle school in a large
Midwest school district. The school is economically, racially, and culturally
diverse. The enrollment zone this school falls into includes students from affluent
neighborhoods and some students from neighborhoods where many families are
living below the poverty line. These students also come from a variety of
elementary schools, which often leads to the formation of cliques that can last for
the duration of the students’ enrollment. The racial breakdown is approximately
40% Black, 30% White, 20% Asian, and 10% Hispanic. The students included in
this research totaled approximately one hundred forty seventh and eighth graders
that are representative of the student body described above.
Rationale and Relevance
My literature review established that students in middle school must have
a sense of safety at school, positive relationships with adults, positive
relationships with peers, and high expectations in order to have a high likelihood
of being successful academically and socially. The benefits of a student
population having more social and academic success in middle school include
better grades, higher attendance rates, lowered behavior issues, and a more
positive school climate. Long-term benefits also manifest with lower high school
dropout rates, increased gradation percentages, and young adults that are better
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equipped emotionally and socially to thrive in a variety of situations (Daniels,
2005; Hanson & Hoyos, 2015; Hopson, Schiller, & Lawson, 2014; Hopson &
Lawson, 2011).
My research further found that the way successful athletic coaches build a
team could also be used to meet the needs of middle school students. Athletes
benefit from having a strong relationship with their coach (Alcaraz, Torregrosa, &
Viladrich, 2015) and from finding success through meeting process goals
(Sullivan and Strode, 2010; Vazou, 2010; Docheff & Gerdes, 2015). Successful
athletic coaches also focus on strengthening teamwork and communication, which
increases conflict management skills, praise of teammates’ efforts, support of
teammates, sense of community, and the ability to raise issues affecting the team
before they became a problem (Aghazadeh & Kyei, 2009; Rowland & Stratton,
2006; Bachel, 2006).
There are two specific strategies I believe could be transferred from
coaching young people to teaching young people in order to meet the needs of
middle school students. The first is attempting to improve both teacher
relationship and motivation by focusing on setting process goals with as much
positive, specific feedback from the teacher as possible throughout the school
year. The second strategy that I believe can be transferred to the middle school
classroom is using team building to improve peer-to-peer relationships. Focusing
on setting process goals and team building should increase middle school
students’ sense of safety at school, positive relationships with adults, positive
relationships with peers, and feelings of high expectations, which were the
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strongest factors my literature review found correlated with middle school student
success. After concluding that these two coaching techniques might be able to
meet the needs of all middle school students, I decided to create an action
research plan to test my hypothesis with students at my school.
Strategies Used
The first strategy I implemented was centered on process goal setting.
Process goals focus on actions that someone can control as opposed to outcome
goals, which may be out of one’s control (Vazou, 2010). Outcome goals would
be tied to results like a score on a test or a final semester grade. Process goals, on
the other hand, would include actions like completing homework each night that
week or attempting each question on a quiz. Outcome goals can lead to
frustration if the desired result is not obtained and can lead to lessened effort in
the long term. By definition process goals are in the control of students as long as
effort is put forward. Focusing on this type of goal and celebrating its
achievement can lead more often to feelings of success and motivation to keep
putting forth effort. This success and sustained effort from focusing on process
goals also, perhaps surprisingly, often leads to better results on outcome goals
than simply focusing on outcome goals exclusively (Vazou, 2010).
I began this research in my classroom by helping my students understand
the difference between these two types goals and making a list of examples that
could apply to class. Once students understood what a good process goal was, I
explained that each student would be setting a process goal at the beginning of
each week that related to their success in class. They could set either a short-term
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or long-term outcome goal as well, but the focus had to be on an action or actions
they were going to complete during the week to improve their understanding of
material in their math class. Our students are each issued a district iPad to use for
classwork, and at the beginning of each class students have about twelve minutes
to complete review warm-up problems. Underneath these problems I put a place
for students to enter their weekly process goal or goals. I monitored students’
goals, gave them feedback throughout the week, and asked how they thought they
were progressing toward their goal. Students are seated in pairs at table in my
classroom, so I had table partners share their process goal with each other and
check in with each other throughout the week. At the end of each week, I had
students rate how well they completed their process goal and celebrated
successes.
The second strategy I implemented focused on building a sense of team in
my classroom. In athletics teams accomplish more when everyone is working
together and working for each other, so I considered how this would look in my
classroom. I broke up this team building idea into a few parts. The first part went
along with the goal setting that I mentioned above. Students would check in with
their table partner each day on both their process goal progress as well their
answers to the daily warm-up questions. Each day students needed to ask their
table partner at least one question and give their table partner one specific,
positive comment that related to either the warm-up questions or their process
goal. As a class, we modeled what good questions sound like and what specific,
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positive comments sound like in order to ensure students were following the
strategy with fidelity.
Beyond this daily routine, I also increased the number of team problemsolving days, team review days, and team or partner assessments as compared to
previous school years. During these team- or partner-based activities, I continued
to stress and require students to ask questions and give specific positive feedback
to teammates as we had previously practiced. I believe the combination of these
two strategies will increase the academic and social success of my middle school
students by increasing their sense of safety at school, positive relationships with
adults, positive relationships with peers, and feelings of high expectations. I also
designed an action research plan to measure how successful my strategies were in
increasing middle school students’ academic and social success.
Research Design and Methods
The research I conducted used a mixed methods system. This included a
combination of qualitative and quantitative data collection to broaden the scope of
the results and strengthen the validity of the overall findings (Creswell, 2014).
Both types of data were collected concurrently and were weighted equally when
drawing final conclusions.
Quantitative Data
I collected data over the course of approximately nine weeks during the
spring semester of the 2017–2018 school year. Throughout the semester students
were required to set a process goal each week and reflect on how well they
completed their goal at the end of each week. Students also worked with a partner
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daily and with groups for an activity once per week. The quantitative data was
collected via two separate Google surveys (see appendix B) that students
completed on their district issued iPads near the end of the semester. One survey
focused on setting process goals and the other focused on team or partner work
during class. Each survey consisted of four or five questions on a linear scale
ranged one (strongly disagree) through five (strongly agree). Students chose the
answer that they felt best represented their thoughts and the Google survey
compiled the results.
Qualitative Data
The qualitative data in this research was gathered from a few different
sources. I kept a journal throughout the semester and recorded my reflections on
both how students were doing with setting process goals and how the class was
working as a team. I updated this journal weekly and compared this semester to
previous years where I was not emphasizing goal setting and teamwork. I noted
whether I thought a class was improving with regard to either objective and how
beneficial I thought either objective was at helping students in specific classes
gain success in my math class. I also noted anything else I found relevant or
interesting that may have had some relevance to my action research.
In addition to the journal, I engaged students to gather their ideas on how
beneficial they believed setting process goals was and whether they thought
spending a significant amount of time working with other students in class was
beneficial. One simple way I gathered student voice was to add an optional short
answer question to end of my quantitative survey that was given at the end of the
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semester. Students that had something more to say after the survey added their
thoughts and Google compiled them in a list. After reading through student
responses I looked for commonalities or other ideas that stood out. I also created
groups of approximately five students from each class to interview at the
conclusion of the action research. Students met with me during their advisory
time and discussed their answers to a list of questions I created (see appendix A)
regarding setting process goals and teamwork activities during class. Student
groups were volunteer based, but care was taken to ensure they fairly represented
the class as a whole. These interviews allowed students to freely share their
thoughts on the preceding semester and allowed me to ask follow-up questions
ensuring I received a more complete view of how students experienced my action
research. When all phases of data collection were complete, the quantitative and
qualitative aspects were compared to determine conclusions, which can be found
in chapter five.
Approval to Conduct Research
Permission to conduct this research was given from my principal and my
school district. Approval was also obtained through Hamline University’s Human
Subject Research Committee. Parents or guardians signed letters of consent to
allow their children to participate in this research, complete surveys, or be
interviewed (see appendix C for consent to participate in research form). All
involved were guaranteed confidentiality and informed that their responses would
remain anonymous.
Summary
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Chapter three looks at the methods behind this paper’s action research
question: how can implementing athletic coaching techniques improve academic
and social success for students in a middle school setting? The chapter begins
with background information for the reader about the students and school in
which this action research is taking place. It moves on to the rationale behind
why this action research is important to the field, anchoring in the evidence found
in chapter two’s literature review. After the rationale is established, specific
strategies that were used are described. These strategies include using process
goal setting and group work in a middle school classroom to increase student
success. The research design is then depicted using a mixed methods approach.
This approach uses student surveys as a way to review quantitative data and
researcher journal entries, short answer survey results, and student interviews as a
way to explore qualitative results. Finally the chapter states approval to conduct
this research from the school, the school district, and the university while ensuring
that all participants will remain anonymous. The following chapter will detail the
results of this action research.
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CHAPTER FOUR
Results

Overview
This chapter will focus on the results of my action research project, which
was intended to answer the question: how can implementing athletic coaching
techniques improve academic and social success for students in a middle school
setting? My literature review established a few key concepts that students in
middle school require in in order to have a high likelihood of being both
academically and socially successful. Based on these concepts I chose to focus
this project on the concepts of positive peer relationships, feeling safe at school,
and high expectations. The two specific strategies implemented in my middle
school classroom to address these concepts were setting process goals and using
team building activities. These strategies were implemented over nine weeks
during the spring semester of the 2017-2018 school year. The data includes five
separate math classes and approximately one hundred forty students.
I used a mixed methods system to analyze my results. This included both
qualitative and quantitative data. The qualitative data consists of weekly journal
entries that were written throughout the nine week research period and interviews
with small groups of students that were administered at the conclusion of the
project. The quantitative research involved two surveys that were taken by
students during the final week of the of the project.
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Journal
My first journal entry reviewed the initial week of this project’s
implementation. It discusses how there was quite a bit of class time used on
teaching students how to set process goals. This teaching took between ten and
twenty minutes on three separate days this week. However, by the end of the
week most students did have a grasp of how to set a process goal focused on
improving their success in math class. This week was also the beginning of
fourth quarter for the students and new seating charts were created. Students were
sitting in pairs at each table in the classroom and began the week with a short
activity to help students get to know their new table partner. Throughout the
week students worked on their daily warm-up problems with their table partners.
Partners also worked together on the goal setting activities. The week ended with
a “problem solving day,” where students worked in groups of three or four to
answer in-depth questions about an open-ended problem. The groups were
primarily two pairs of table partners. The group was tasked with creating a single
poster that included their answers, evidence, and explanations. Another note from
this first journal talks about the fact that this research is starting at the beginning
of the fourth quarter of the school year. This may not be ideal because students
already have ingrained habits and some are unwilling to make changes near the
end of the school year. However, it seems as though many students have
embraced the changes that include setting goals and spending more time working
with peers.
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My second journal entry begins by noting the focus of this week was
establishing the routines of goal setting and working daily with table partners.
Students set a goal for class on Monday and discussed the goal with their table
partner. Each day students checked in with their table partner about how they
were progressing in regard to their goal. While monitoring these goals, it seemed
that over half of students set a goal that related to homework. Some students
wanted to get all their homework for the week completed and some students
wanted to get missing work completed. Other weekly goals students wrote down
included staying focused during class, asking more questions, and getting help if
they were confused. While students continued to work with table partners on
warm-up math problems, they also had time during math lessons to ask questions
and check their work with partners as well. I also began setting a routine of
reading and responding to the goals students created in order to validate their
goals, provide feedback, and help hold students accountable for their goals.
While responding to student goals was time consuming and may not be something
that can be accomplished every week for every student, I found that reading and
commenting on my students goals was valuable for me and for my students. I
was able to get insights on students and help them reach goals that they had
accomplished. My students got more individualized attention and were
empowered to take some ownership of their success. This in turn also lead to
stronger relationships between me and many of my students.
The next entry mentions how goal setting and daily partner warm-ups
were becoming routine and most students do them without complaint. I also
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noticed that some students who used to try to skip the warm-up problems or just
copy answers now participated with their table partners and were engaging with
the mathematics more than they had in the past. However, there were a few
students who still did not want to do the warm-up problems and that made it
difficult on their table partner. I had been talking to these students and their
parents during the past three weeks, and throughout school year, about the
importance of doing classwork. I also used the idea of team responsibility to try
to motivate students by explaining how their partner, and the class as a whole, can
learn more and get more done if we all work hard for the entire class period.
Once again this worked for most students, but some students, especially since it
was fourth quarter, were still unwilling to work hard every day in class. We also
did another problem solving day during the week and students seemed more
willing to work as a group than they have previously in the school year. Fewer
students were choosing to be silent members of their groups and more students
were asking their classmates what they though in order to involve all group
members. This entry ended on a positive note because I did a quick poll at the end
of each class period to gauge how students were feeling about these changes to
class. I asked them to show a thumbs up, thumbs down, or thumbs sideways if
they thought working more closely with table partners was having a positive
change, a negative change, or no change. This was overwhelmingly positive as
approximately three-fourths of the class gave a positive response, some students
gave a neutral response, and only a few gave a negative response. I did the same
exercise asking if setting goals each week was having a positive impact, a
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negative impact, or no impact on them. The feedback was closer to half
responding positive impact, half responding no impact, and just a few responding
negative impact.
At the beginning of the fourth week I decided to change seating charts so
students would have new table partners. I planned on changing seats at the end of
each three week period so students could work with more of their peers and so
students who do not get along as well with their table partner would get a chance
to move on to a new partner. We also spent five to ten minutes after introducing
the new seating chart doing a team building activity so students could work with
and get to know their new partner. I also had students set a goal for the week, as
we had been doing for the past three weeks, and share this goal with their new
table partner. This transition went well for the most part, but it should also be
noted that some students were upset with their new table partners. I had
conversations with these students and asked them if they thought working with
another student was helpful. For the most part they said yes, and I also explained
how an important life skill is being able to work with a variety of people. While
this did not make every student in every class happy, most students did work with
their table partners during the week. One more note is that I found students who
never would have worked together if they had a choice started working very well
together. Some of the brightest math students in class were working with less
successful table partners, and I found them taking on a leadership role that they
thrived in. They enjoyed teaching, explaining, and breaking things down for their
table partner. This also had a positive effect on the other table partner as well; I
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noticed that they were asking questions and attempting problems that they most
likely would not have if they were working on their own or even with one of their
friends. This seemed to make the class function more as a whole unit as opposed
to individual students or small groups of friends. I also made a point again this
week to respond to almost every student’s goal because the previous week I did
not have time to do so.
The fifth journal entry was brief because we had our standardized state
tests during that week. I had students set a process goal for the test after
reminding them the difference between process and outcome goals. I also had
them work with partners on some test preparation material. The standardized
state test took up approximately three days of class time.
I spent time during the sixth week of this research getting back into a
routine after the state test. Students were starting to feel that end of the school
year is less than a month away and more were trying to get by with completing
less work. I decided to tell students I would let them take a quiz with their table
partner on Friday if they continued to work hard, set goals, and do the daily
warm-ups with their table partner. I believe this helped motivate students and
most of them responded by successfully setting a weekly goal and working with
their table partner throughout the week. The students also did very well on the
partner quiz, and I once again polled them with a thumbs up, thumbs down, or
thumbs sideways to see if they thought doing the quiz with a partner helped them
understand the material. I had about two-thirds respond that it was helpful, a
handful respond that it was unhelpful, and the rest respond that it did not have
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much of an effect at all. I understand many middle school students may want to
take a partner quiz because it would most likely help their grade, but I heard some
in-depth conversations during the quiz that lead me to believe students were still
gaining understanding of the material. I made partners alternate answering every
other question, so if they did not know the answer they had to have a discussion
with their partner. I was pleased with the results of this method, and going
forward I may continue to do partner quizzes on smaller assessments.
The seventh week began with our last seating change of the school year.
Usually I choose seats and table partners for students, but because it was the end
of the school year and because I was curious whether it would affect how students
interact with each other, I let students pick their own partners. We did a couple
short questions to help students get to know each other, but for the most part
students were partnered with people they knew pretty well. They were excited to
share goals with each other and for the most part worked well on the daily warmup problems together. As the week progressed, students continued to discuss
warm-up problems and classwork with their table partners more than they had
previously. There was a little more wasted time with extra chatting, but students
were also more efficient at getting their work done so this was probably a net
neutral as far as time spent in class. I expected to see students help their partners
reach their weekly goal more than they had in the past few weeks because many
had picked partners that they were already friends with, however I did not see
much change in this regard. I had started to quickly look through the weekly
goals of students who were having success in my class and give them some brief,
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positive feedback. I was spending extra time on students who were not having as
much success and I was writing more specific thoughts in response to their goals.
I was doing this in order to keep these struggling students focused, engaged in
positive conversations, and help hold them accountable to goals that they have set
for themselves. This also helped me start a conversation with a few parents who
ask how they can help their child. I pointed to a goal their own child had set and
we discussed how we could all help the student reach it. Reading and responding
to goals was still taking a portion of my time, but I definitely found it to be
valuable. Students were more engaged, getting more feedback, and understanding
material better than they had before.
The eighth entry was shorter than most because it was a four day week and
there were only two weeks left in the school year. We continued setting a weekly
process goal, which was now aimed at finishing the school year strong. We also
continued working with table partners on both daily warm-up and practice
problems during math lessons. At the end of the week, we had a short quiz and
students were allowed to work on it with their table partners as they had in week
six. I found most partners did very well in regard to their achievement on the
quiz, which could be attributed to students choosing their own table partners
during the previous week. The exception to this success were students who were
struggling and chose to partner with other students who were also struggling.
This seemed to be one of the best arguments for table partners being chosen by
the teacher, as opposed to students choosing their own table partners. Moving
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forward I think I will nearly always choose table partners for students for this
reason.
The final journal entry was written after the last week of the school year
concluded. On Monday, students created their last goals making sure they had a
plan to get everything in before the deadline at the end of the week. They also did
some review activities with their table partner and some review activities in a
group of four with another pair of table partners. During the last few days of the
week, I had students fill out surveys regarding how they believed setting weekly
goals and working more purposefully with a table partner affected their
understanding of content, the classroom environment, and their overall success
during the past nine weeks. I also discussed these ideas with small groups of
students from four of my five classes.
Small Group Discussions
I was able to meet with students in four of my five math classes to discuss
their thoughts regarding goal setting and partner work. These four groups were
each made up of four or five students in grades seven or eight. I was unable to
make a small group with students in the fifth class because very few of them
completed a consent form and because we did not meet as a class each day of the
final week due to end of the year activities.
I tried to come up with simple, unbiased questions for these small group
discussions that would lead to authentic answers from middle school students. I
chose to let students answer two open-ended questions and then ask follow-up
questions based on each group’s responses. I would end each group by asking if
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anyone else had anything to say about either setting goals or working with
partners. A copy of these interview questions can be found in appendix A.
The first question that I asked each small group was, “What did you think
about setting goals in class? Was is good or bad? Why?” Two of the groups were
unanimous in saying that setting goals was helpful, one group had four out of five
students say it was helpful, and the last group was split two to two on whether
goal setting was helpful or not. Most students in these groups agreed that even if
goal setting was not fun, it did help most students in class. When I asked how it
helped students I received a variety of responses. One student said it helps them
remember what they need to do each day. Another student said setting goals
motivates kids and makes them try harder in class. A couple students liked that
the teacher was checking in with them and helping them complete their goals. A
student also told me that he liked making his own goal as opposed to teachers
telling him what he had to do because he was tired of teachers just telling him to
get his grade up or get his work done. I followed up with this student by asking
him if setting his own goals helped him stay on track with his classwork. He said
it did, but it still helped to have a teacher check in with him. For students who
said setting goals in class was not helpful I asked them why they thought it was
not helpful. One student said that she was already organized and does what she is
supposed to do without setting goals in class, so it was a waste of time for her.
Another student replied that making students set goals does not mean students
will meet their goal, so it is not helpful for all students.
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Students were also happy to share their thoughts about how our goal
setting process could be improved. One student suggested that there be rewards
tied to setting and achieving goals. He proposed students could receive a reward
if they complete their goal and added that if enough students in the class meet
their weekly goal then the whole class should get a reward, such as a party or
snacks. A student added that we could make this into a competition between
classes; the class with the most students meeting their goals would get the reward.
In another group a student suggested that I check in on kids more often because a
lot of students were not meeting their goal in his opinion. Finally another group
stated that we should start at the beginning of the year, because some students
were already giving up and would not meet their goal no matter what.
After finishing our discussion on goal setting I asked the students if they
thought partner and group work had an effect on them, and if it did how?
Students seemed even more eager to answer this question. Every student in the
groups replied that partner and group work was good. They said it made class
less boring and more fun. Students felt like they were able to ask more questions
in groups or partners, especially if they did not like asking questions in front of
the whole class. They really liked reviewing material in groups. Students felt that
reviewing in partners or groups helped them understand material better before
they took a test and allowed them work at their own pace. They were lukewarm
about taking partner quizzes. Students said working with partners on a quiz is
okay if the other person knows what they are doing.
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We again moved to suggestions on how to improve partner and group
work. Students felt strongest about how the partners and groups were chosen.
They said they enjoyed working with their friends more than random people
because it can be awkward working with people you do not know. Many students
also said they learned more with people they knew because they were more
comfortable asking questions. However they also said they like switching table
partners every three weeks and they liked using partners and groups to meet new
people at the beginning of the school year. They advised to make sure that there
were not too many students in a group or only a couple of students will do all the
work and other students will just sit there. I asked what the best number was to
have in a group and they said two or three was best, but four was okay.
These small group discussions took about ten minutes each and I tried to
get feedback from all students in the group. The last two questions on my list
(appendix A) asked students if they had anything else they wanted to say about
goal setting or working with partners. Students seemed to have let me know
everything they were thinking during the first two questions, however, and none
of them had much to say here. I thanked students for participating and concluded
the interviews.
Student Surveys
All students who had completed their consent to participate form and had
parents or guardians that responded confirming they would allow their child to
take two anonymous surveys were asked to take these surveys using Google
Forms near the end of the school year (appendix B). If students did not have their
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school issued iPads with them, I asked them to take the same surveys on paper,
and then I manually entered their responses. I had approximately one hundred
forty students in my five math classes, however some did not bring back their
consent form, some parents opted out of the survey, and some students did not
take the survey at the end of the school year. It also seems that some students
only took one of the two surveys. This lead to seventy-two responses to the
survey about goal setting and seventy-six responses to the survey about partner or
group work.
The responses to the goal setting survey are pictured below. The first four
statements are arranged on a linear scale with one labeled as strongly disagree,
three labeled as neither agree nor disagree, and five labeled as strongly agree.
There were seventy-two students who responded.

Figure 1: Student responses to goal setting survey - statement one
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Figure 2: Student responses to goal setting survey - statement two

Figure 3: Student responses to goal setting survey - statement three
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Figure 4: Student responses to goal setting survey - statement four

Figure 5: Student responses to goal setting survey - short answer
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Figure one shows that 87.5% of students that took the survey responded
that they agree or strongly agree to the statement, “I feel like I have high
expectations set for me in this class.” Feeling that high expectations are set for
them was one of the four components that my literature review found middle
school students needed in order to be successful. I cannot conclude students feel
high expectations because they spent nine weeks setting goals and receiving
feedback on those goals, but I believe it is a contributing factor. Figure two
shows that 37.5% of students agree that goal setting helped them be successful.
However an equal amount of students, 37.5%, neither agreed or disagreed that
goal setting contributed to class success, and 25% disagreed or disagreed strongly
with this statement. Figure three showed that nearly half of the students believed
that working with their table partner helped them achieve their weekly goals, as
45.9% of reponses agreed or strongly agreed with the statement, “Working with
my table partner helps me achieve my weekly process goal.” Approximately 22%
of students disagreed or strongly disagreed that working with table partners
helped them achieve their weekly goal, and 31.9% of responses indicated that
they neither agreed nor disagreed with the statement. Figure four is encouraging
because it shows that 57% of the middle schoolers responded that they agree or
strongly agree that it is important to continue setting process goals, while only
18% disagreed or disagreed strongly with this statement. Students were also
given an opportunity to say more about what they thought of goal setting in their
math class with a short answer option at the end of the survey. Most students
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chose not to respond or wrote “no” there was nothing else they wanted to let me
know about goal setting (figure five).
The responses to the partner and group work survey are pictured below.
The first five statements are arranged on a linear scale with one labeled as
strongly disagree, three labeled as neither agree nor disagree, and five labeled as
strongly agree. There were seventy-six students who responded.

Figure 6: Student responses to partner and group work survey - statement one
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Figure 7: Student responses to partner and group work survey - statement two

Figure 8: Student responses to partner and group work survey - statement three
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Figure 9: Student responses to partner and group work survey - statement four

Figure 10: Student responses to partner and group work survey - statement five
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Figure 11: Student responses to partner and group work survey - short answer

My initial reaction to this survey is that it seems to have more of a
consensus than the previous survey about goal setting. Figure six shows that
57.9% of student respondents agreed or strongly agreed that working with a table
partner on daily warm-up problems (called math review in figure six) helped them
learn and understand math, as opposed to only 10.5% of students who disagreed
with the statement and 0% who disagreed strongly. Approximately 32% of
students neither agreed nor disagreed with this statement. The next statement was
even more one sided as 68.4% of students agreed or agreed strongly that group
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problem solving helps them learn and understand math, while only 10.6%
disagreed or disagreed strongly and the remaining 21.1% did not agree or disagree
(figure seven). Figure eight had the highest percentage of agreement among all
the questions administered as 81.6% of responders agreed or agreed strongly that
group reviews before a test helped them learn and understand math. Only 10.5%
were neutral and 7.9% disagreed with this statement. Students also mostly agreed
with the statement, “Working with other students more often makes the class feel
like a better place to learn,” as 67.1% of them chose agree or strongly agree
(figure nine). Only 9.2% of students disagreed or disagreed strongly with this
statement and 23.7% did not agree or disagree. Figure ten continued the high
agreement rate as 71.1% of students agreed or strongly agreed that it is important
to work with other students during class. Only 13.2% of students disagreed or
disagreed strongly with the statement and 15.8% were neutral. The final
statement on this survey was short answer and encouraged students to let me
know if they had anything else to share about their thoughts regarding working
with table partners or in groups (figure eleven). However, much like the goal
setting survey a large majority of students chose to either leave this blank or
respond “no.” There were a few students who shared that working in groups was
very helpful or that they prefered to pick their own groups. There was also one
student who responded that they would rather work alone as opposed to partners
or groups.
In chapter five, recommendations will be given based on the quantitative
and qualitative data that was found. I will present connections and insights that I
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drew from these data and discuss my reflections and my hope for ways this pilot
study might be used in the future.
Conclusion
Chapter five will continue my observations and insights of the data that
was collected. I will discuss how well the results of this research project
addressed middle school student needs that were discovered in my literature
review. I will also make recommendations for other middle school teachers who
would like to use these techniques in their classrooms.
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CHAPTER FIVE
Conclusion

Overview
I began this project by reflecting on my past experiences as a teacher and a
coach and then questioning how can implementing athletic coaching techniques
improve academic and social success for students in a middle school setting? My
literature review uncovered four themes that middle school students require to be
successful: a sense of safety at school, positive relationships with adults, positive
relationships with peers, and high expectations. The literature also notes that
distinguished athletic coaches fulfill these same needs with their athletes. The
athletic coaching techniques I decided to use in my middle school math classroom
were having students set specific, weekly process goals and emphasizing both
partner and group work. Chapter three details the methods I developed to create
an action research project with these two techniques as the focus. After spending
nine weeks implementing this plan and collecting data to measure effectiveness, I
compiled the results in chapter four. The results include my weekly journals,
interviews with small groups of students, and two short surveys taken by a large
group of students. This chapter will concentrate on what I learned through this
process, my assessment regarding the effectiveness of both goal setting and
partner work in middle school classrooms, possible limitations of this project, and
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my recommendations for individuals in the field of middle school education to
use this project to continue moving forward.
Effectiveness of Partner and Group Work for Middle School Students
Of the two strategies on which I chose to focus this project, I believe
partner and group work was the more overtly successful one. A vast majority of
students surveyed, over two-thirds, responded that group work and group reviews
help them learn and understand math. On the same survey over two-thirds of
students also responded that working with other students in small groups or
partners is important and makes the class a better place to learn. My journal
entries agree with this sentiment as it is noted that students seemed more engaged
while working with other students and some students who were previously not
working in class began working when paired intentionally with a table partner.
The small groups I interviewed expanded on this by saying that group work was
effective for review and partner work made class more fun and less boring. They
also said how it can be a great way to meet new students at the beginning of the
year, though many of them would prefer to work with friends or choose their own
partners as the year progressed.
Of the four main themes from my literature review describing the needs of
middle school students, I believe partner and group work helped directly meet all
of them except, perhaps, positive relationships with adults. As long as clear
expectations are given to students about how they should be working with others
and those expectations are consistently revisited, positive relationships among
peers should be a natural result of working with various member of the class. I
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found this to be true when looking at my surveys, journals, and small group
discussions. I observed students taking leadership roles with their partners,
opening up by asking more questions than usual, and some students simply tried
to get their classwork done because they had a table partner for support and
accountability when otherwise they may not have attempted the classwork at all.
I believe these improved peer relationships had a strong impact on another theme
that my literature found to be important, which is a sense of safety at school.
According to my student survey, 67.1% of students agreed or strongly agreed that
working with other students makes the class feel like a better place to learn, while
only 9.2% of student disagreed or disagreed strongly that it made the class feel
like a better place to learn. My small group discussion and journals also concur
that more students were working and connecting than they had previously. I
believe that working on math in a structured way with peers with whom students
may have not otherwise interacted increased the number of peers they felt
comfortable around in class and school as a whole. In a similar way, when I let
students choose their own groups they seemed more relaxed and authentic. Most
likely a combination of teacher-chosen partners and student-chosen partners
factored into my classroom feeling like a safer place for students to learn during
this research.
Finally, while it may not be as apparent as the previous two themes, I
think that partner and group work also helped set high expectations, which is the
last theme my literature review found students need for middle school success. I
found that students who chose not to work when given a task were more likely to
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try when they had a partner. This may be because they had a person right next to
them helping to keep them on task and provide assistance or because it was more
difficult to opt out of the classwork when your effort was tied to a peer’s.
Regardless, I found that more students were likely to attempt classwork when
they had a partner as opposed to working individually. As partner and group
work addressed three of the four main needs for middle schoolers according to my
literature review, I assert that it was a good use of time and an effective strategy
that can be borrowed from athletic coaches.
Effectiveness of Goal Setting for Middle School Students
The second strategy I implemented in my classroom during this research
was directing students to set weekly process goals. Although this is perhaps
harder to quantify, I believe it was also effective. While partner and group work
is something middle school students have done in some form for years, this may
be the first time many of them have truly set and tracked a weekly process goal. I
think this lead to some initial resistance from students because it was new and
different. There were also mixed results on both student surveys and small group
discussions. The surveys found that only 37.5% percent of students agreed or
strongly agreed that setting process goals in class helped them to be successful in
class, however 57.0% of students on the same survey responded that they agreed
or strongly agreed it was important to continue setting process goals. The small
groups mostly responded that setting goals did help, even if it was not especially
fun to do so. My journals found that it took some time and hard work to establish
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the routine of setting helpful process goals each week, but after it became routine,
the process helped students be organized, complete work, and stay focused.
Setting weekly process goals may not have an effect on students’ sense of
safety, but I believe it did increase positive relationships with adults, increase
positive peer relationships, and increased expectations for students in my class. I
tried to give specific feedback to students on their weekly process goals, and I
tried to hold them accountable to it. I found this lead to more conversations with
individual students in a week than I had been having before. I feel as though I
had a positive relationship with most of my students before I started the goal
setting routine but having over one hundred forty students spread through five
classes made it difficult to find time to connect with each of them personally very
often. Responding to weekly goals gave me both a systematic way to interact
with every student and an intentional, constructive topic to discuss. Some
students don’t freely open up to their teachers with small talk and other students
are uncomfortable talking to teachers about how they are doing in class,
especially if they are struggling. Talking to each student, each week about their
goals does not make any student feel singled out, but still makes all students feel
valued. This strategy strengthened my relationship with many students that were
quiet in class or were struggling with the coursework.
I think having students check in on their table partner’s goal also increased
their peer relationships. Nearly 50% of surveyed students responded that working
with table partners helped them complete their weekly process goal versus only
22.2% of students who claimed that it did not help. Requiring each student to
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create and share their weekly goal with their table partner is a systematic, low
stress way for students to get to know each other and help each other be
successful in class. I also believe setting goals lead to higher expectations both
because students came up with their own goals and because their teacher checked
up on how they were progressing toward meeting those goals. Students who were
not completing all of their classwork or homework before this goal-setting
process began seemed more likely to complete it during the nine weeks of this
research. I would attribute this to students’ taking more ownership of their
success in class. One of my small group discussions included how a student liked
that he was making his own goal as opposed to a teacher telling him what to do.
Pairing this ownership with daily table partner check-ins and weekly teacher
check-ins contributed to many students meeting both their own high expectations
for themselves as well as my high expectations for them during this nine-week
period.
Limitations of this Project
There are a few limitations I should note about this project. The first is the
timing of the research. The entire nine weeks of the project covered the final
quarter of our school year. This helped me compare my results to a baseline that
had been established during the first three quarters of the school year, but it also
lead to results that may be different than a similar project done at an earlier time
in the school year. I have found that by fourth quarter, many middle school
students are either set in their routine or are preparing for summer and are less
willing to try something new in class. This is especially true for eighth-grade
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students as they are only weeks away from ending their time as middle schoolers
and are looking forward to high school. Approximately 80% of the students in
this project were eighth graders, and I could tell some of them resisted
participating more than they would have at the beginning of the school year.
Another limitation of this research was the number of teachers and
students involved. I had originally planned on having myself and two other
eighth grade teachers implement these strategies in their classrooms. This would
have raised the amount of participants from one teacher and approximately one
hundred forty students up to three teachers and nearly four hundred fifty students.
While I believe this could have supplied me me with a stronger conclusion, our
schedules during the time of this project did not allow for the other two teachers
to be involved. The last limitation I will mention is the grade level of students
involved. These strategies were implemented in eighth-grade math classes and
while there were some advanced seventh graders in this class, I do not think I can
make conclusions about all middle schoolers from this survey. Our middle school
contains sixth, seventh, and eighth graders, and I would have to work with more
grades and more classes before I was confident that these strategies would work
similarly for all grade levels of middle school students.
Recommendations Moving Forward
I plan on continuing to consistently use table partners daily in my math
classroom as well as group work at least three or four times per month. I will
supplement partner and group math work with some teambuilding and ice
breaking activities. I will choose the groups a majority of the time, however I will
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occasionally give students the opportunity to pick their own groups. One change I
plan on making is including more student voice in group work. This would start
with a class discussions about the advantages and disadvantages of working alone
versus working with a partner. Before we changed up partners I would also have
a class discussion regarding what might be good about switching partners and
what may be difficult about switching partners. I would make sure this discussion
included how to respond if you were excited about your partner and how to
respond if you didn’t like your partner. This plan will be instituted at the
beginning of the school year and I believe this will lead to an increase in sense of
safety in my classroom, increased peer relationships, and an increased feeling of
high expectations. As a byproduct of these increases I believe students will be
more confident, more comfortable, and more academically successful in my class.
For these reasons I would also suggest other middle school teachers use this
strategy in their classrooms.
I also plan on continuing to have my students set weekly goals. Students
will set a goal that pertains to having success in my class on the first day of every
week and reflect on how successful they were at achieving that goal on the last
day of each week. I will monitor the students’ weekly goals, provide feedback,
and have conversations with students about their progress. I found that goal
setting helped my students take more ownership of their learning, helped me
engage in meaningful feedback with my students, and strengthened studentteacher relationships. In addition to partner and group work I would also suggest
that other middle school teachers utilize weekly goal setting in their classrooms.
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APPENDIX A
Student Interview Questions
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Student Interview Questions:
1.
What did you think about setting goals in class? Was it good or bad?
Why?

2.
Do you think working in partners and groups had an effect on you in
class? How?

3.

Is there anything else you’d like to say about setting goals in class?

4.
Is there anything else you’d like to say about working with partners or in
groups?
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APPENDIX B
Sample Student Survey
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APPENDIX C
Consent to Participate Form
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Consent to Participate in Research
Dear parents and students,
I am working on completing my masters degree in the field of education. As part
of this degree I need to do research that investigates how I could improve my teaching
practices. I have chosen to study student goal setting and teamwork during the 4th quarter
of the 2018 school year. To gather data around how effective these strategies are, I would
like students to take two short, anonymous surveys near the end of the school year. Some
students may also volunteer for a short, small group interview. Participation is not
mandatory and no student names or other personal identification data will be used in the
research. There will be no penalty of any kind if a student does not participate and these
surveys will not be graded. If you have any questions you can contact me at
christopher.lutz@spps.org or 651-293-8860. I am completing my masters degree through
Hamline University, you can also contact the Hamline University Institutional Review
Board at mholson@hamline.edu.
Thank you,
Chris Lutz

Please check one of the following and have your child return this to school. Thanks
again!
___ My child has permission to take two anonymous surveys AND participate in an
anonymous small group discussion.
___ My child has permission to take two anonymous surveys ONLY
___ I would not like my child to participate in this research

______________________________________________________
Parent/Legal Guardian’s Name and Signature

____________
Date

